THINK FIRST

Welcome to Greenland!
We hope you are lucky enough to see some of the
remarkable whales who travel thousands of miles to
feed here each summer. If you are on a cruise, or
whale watching trip, look out for magnificent
humpback, fin, minke and sperm whales and
their smaller cousins - narwhals, belugas,
orcas, pilot whales and porpoises.
Sadly, you may also see many of
these whale and dolphin species
on restaurant menus and in
buffets or barbeques,
especially in dishes
identified as ‘A Taste
of Greenland’.
Please don’t
eat whale meat
and avoid
supporting
venues which serve it. If this is not possible in
some regions, politely tell restaurants that you would
prefer that they didn’t offer whale meat.

The Greenland Board of Nutrition advises that pregnant and
nursing women, children and young people should avoid
or reduce consumption of meat and blubber from toothed
whales, seals, seabirds and polar bears, which have high
concentrations of contaminants.
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PLEASE DON’T EAT WHALE MEAT
IN GREENLAND

All large whale species are protected from whaling by the International Whaling
Commission, but an exception is made for certain subsistence hunts by
aboriginal peoples. The IWC has historically allowed the hunting of a limited
number of whales to feed those Greenlandic Inuit deemed to have a genuine
and continuous nutritional, cultural, and subsistence need for whale meat and
blubber.
However, Greenland wants to expand its sales of whale meat and holidaymakers
are a target. Selling whale meat to tourists undermines the global ban on
commercial whaling. It’s far better to experience whales in their natural
environment - not on your plate.

YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
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Please don’t eat whale meat and politely tell
restaurants that you would prefer they didn’t sell
it. Avoid purchasing souvenirs, jewellery and other
items made from teeth, tusks or bones.

